
Chapter�1

Somewhere along the ocean bed off the Panamanian Coast, a coffi n is dredged 

up from the murky sands of the deep sea fl oor. Inside it is not the remains of Sir 

Francis Drake, legendary English explorer, navigator, and would-be treasure hunter, 

but a small lock-box containing his long-lost 400-year-old diary.

The diary is recovered by his would-be ancestor, the adventurous Nathan Drake, 

who is accompanied by reality TV host, Elena Fisher - but their amazing discovery 

is cut short by the appearance of modern-day Pirates. Since calling the authorities 

is out of the question, the two must fi ght them off until the cavalry can arrive.

1. Stave off the Pirates

STAVE OFF THE PIRATES
Drake hands a pistol to Elena; now the pair must 
fi ght off the incoming Pirates as they attempt to 
board the dive boat. This is a good opportunity to 
get acquainted with Nate’s controls.

THE�DIVE�BOAT
O B J E C T I V E S
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Controlling Nate
Using a standard pistol to start, Nate can aim and fire at the 

enemy, take evasive action by ducking and covering, and enter 

into brutal hand-to-hand combat. You can reference Nate’s 

complete set of moves in the Treasure Hunter’s Handbook 

chapter elsewhere in this book. You can also get a brief 

rundown by following the tutorial messages that appear on 

screen as you play (these messages can be toggled off, if you 

like, via the Game Menu in the Options Menu).

A MAN AND HIS GUN

There’s no time to waste! Immediately fi nd cover by running up to 

the wooden crate on the starboard (right hand) side of the dive boat 

and press L to duck behind it.

Two small, Pirate-fi lled boats pull up aside the dive boat and begin 

shooting at Nate and Elena. When you’re ready, pop Nate up from 

cover and return fi re.

Duck and Cover
Nate can take cover from enemy fire and use most walls and 

objects for protection by approaching them and pressing L. 

While under cover, you can move Nate by pressing the left stick 

right or left. To peek out and AIM, move Nate close to the edge 

of the wall or object and press and hold L1. To quickly duck 

back under cover, release L1. Once under cover, you can also 

roll Nate from cover-to-cover by moving the left stick in the 

direction of another nearby wall, object, or doorway and 

pressing L. Nate can also advance from low cover and around 

other corners by pressing over/around the cover on the left 

stick and K.

Use the on-screen crosshairs 

for precision aiming. While it’s 

not easy when under pressure 

and/or aiming at moving 

targets, a well-aimed pop to 

the head can down a Pirate in 

a single shot. Additionally, the 

fuel-fi lled barrels on the deck 

can be detonated by shooting 

at them, which causes a large 

explosion that can kill any 

enemies caught in their blast 

radius.

SHOOT TO KILL + EXPLOSIVE RESULTS
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Oftentimes, Nate must resort to brute force by fighting with 

an enemy using hand-to-hand combat. To engage into hand-to-

hand combat, press I when next to an enemy. Nate can pull 

off a variety of bone-crunching combo attacks with different 

combinations of button presses, such as I, I, I, I, I for 

a fast and furious combo, or I, J, I for a brutal combo. As 

the adventure continues, he will perform a wide variety of 

contextual combos, depending on the enemy’s health and their 

position in the environment. To see the full list, refer to the 

Treasure Hunter’s Handbook elsewhere in this guide.

Hand-to-Hand Combat

The attack continues as more 
Pirates board the dive boat. 
Continue to use the various 
items on the deck for cover and 
shoot or punch to kill. Don’t 
worry about Elena, she can take 
care of herself.

BEAT DOWN

Once the fi rst set of Pirates have been dispatched, another two boats arrive and drop off their Pirate payload. These resourceful goons man-

age to climb on board the dive boat. Nate has two choices: Either take cover and pick them off with his pistol, or run in and engage them in 

hand-to-hand combat.
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EL�DORADO
“Over the Mountains

Of the Moon,
Down the Valley of the Shadow,

Ride, boldly ride,”
The shade replied,

“If you seek for El Dorado!”
Edgar Allan Poe, “The Knight of El Dorado”

To the modern mind, El Dorado is a place where a bold 
adventurer can expect to fi nd miraculous wealth. The name 
itself means “Golden One”. It is a name given both to a 
mythical Indian city believed to be constructed entirely of 
gold, to the fabulously wealthy king believed to rule that city, 
and to the legendary mine all the New World’s gold was 
believed to have been excavated from. No effort to fi nd El 
Dorado was ever successful, though many attempts to fi nd it 
were profi table in other ways. Some were so profi table that 
explorers retroactively tried to claim they found the “real” El 
Dorado, but usually to no avail.

The most fervent and impressionable believers in El Dorado 
were convinced it was the ultimate Indian civilization, and 
would yield unimaginable wealth once pillaged. It was fan-
tasized that all the streets and buildings of El Dorado were 
made of gold, and the city ruled by an Emperor so wealthy 
that he covered his body in gold dust and threw emeralds into 
a certain sacred lake several times a year, as offerings for the 
gods. All the pots and utensils were made of gold and silver, 
and the city adorned with gigantic golden statues.

Level heads often discounted these legends, as the natives 
were known to tell the Spaniards fanciful lies about where 
rich deposits of gold were located. Even Juan de Castellanos, 
who penned the fi rst description of the “Golden Man” lake 

ritual, wrote that, “El Dorado does not and never has had 
any foundation, beyond what I have declared… I know for 
sure that it does not certify news of any rich land.” Bold 
words from one of the men whose writings helped perpetuate 
the legend.

There is reason to believe the lake ritual may have been actu-
ally practiced in some form by a culture called the Chibcha, 
but Castellanos was quite right in saying these people could 
not control any land like El Dorado. Chibcha territory did 
not produce gold naturally, so they acquired gold by trad-
ing their own abundant salt and emeralds with other tribes. 
Likewise, when the Spaniards found great quantities of 
emeralds, it was not in territories where they were naturally 
produced, but among the tribes the Chibcha traded with to 
obtain cotton and gold.

There are other sources that brought the El Dorado legend 
back to Spain and the rest of Europe. Much of what they 
said was elaborated upon by audiences eager to transform El 
Dorado into their own heart’s desire. Indeed, the legend 
was most likely created by the Spanish themselves, although 
always attributed to some nameless Indian captive. In some 
general way, El Dorado came to represent what all adventur-
ers who went to the new world sought: tremendous wealth, 
easily taken by the man strong enough to seize it.
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Keep an eye on the Weapon Icon in the top left corner of the 

screen, which appears when Nate has a weapon drawn. The 

Weapon Icon indicates the current weapon he has equipped. The 

number to the left of the icon indicates the total amount of ammo 

available for that weapon. The meter below displays the number 

of rounds currently left in its clip/magazine.

You can reload Nate’s weapon at any time by pressing either R2 

or the directional button 3. If Nate runs low or out of ammo, he 

can pick up more from fallen Pirates or draw from an endless 

supply near the gun case on the crates at the center of the deck. 

Just stand over or next to the ammo and press to J pick it up. If 

Nate cannot carry any more ammo of that type, a red circle with a 

line struck through it appears over the ammo icon.

WEAPONS MANAGEMENT

Rest = Replenish
As Nate takes damage, the world around him drains of color and 

his heart begins to beat loudly. When this happens, he is in grave 

danger of dying. In order to recover, he must quickly find a safe 

place away from enemy attack where he can rest without taking 

any more damage. When the color returns to the world, this 

indicates his health has been completely restored.

FROM BAD TO MUCH, MUCH WORSE

These Pirates are extremely dangerous and resourceful. Having dispatched the handful that managed 

to climb onto the deck of the dive boat, Nate and Elena fi nd the next ones that appear have a goon with 

a rocket launcher on the roof of their boat. Don’t even try to pick them off. Instead, quickly pinpoint the 

boat’s location and take cover behind an object facing the opposite side.
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SULLY TO THE RESCUE!

Keep the rocket-launching boat in Nate’s sights and continue to 

maneuver around cover so that he is always protected behind an 

object. His dive boat sustains major damage, but at least he and 

Elena stay alive and in one piece.

After what seems like an eternity, the cavalry arrives in the form of 

Victor Sullivan aboard his vintage sea plane. You can watch him 

swoop down from the skies by pressing and holding L2.

Looking
Pressing L2 in certain situations can cause Nate to look in the 

direction of an object/item of interest, a specific goal, or a 

destination that he needs to reach. Watch for an on-screen 

prompt to appear in the bottom right corner, indicating when 

these moment’s arise. If you get stuck or don’t know where to go 

next, try this handy solution!

Sully comes in fast and hard, buzzing the Pirate boat with his sea 

plane and giving Nate and Elena the opportunity they need to escape. 

Unfortunately, the dive boat is a goner, but at least Nate and Elena 

manage to escape and abandon ship before it goes up in fl ames.

In the cockpit, Nate shares his discovery with Sully, who much to his 

chagrin, fi nds out that Elena already knows of its existence. Things 

just got a bit more complicated…
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